Abstract A novel algorithm, the immune genetic algorithm(IGA), is proposed based on the theory of immunity in biology which mainly constructs an immune operator accomplished by two steps: a vaccination and an immune selection. IGA proves theoretically convergent with probability 1. Strategies and methods of selecting vaccines and constructing an immune operator are also given. IGA is illustrated to be able to restrain the degenerate phenomenon effectively during the evolutionary process with examples of TSP, and can improve the searching ability and adaptability, greatly increase the converging speed.
.
INTRODUCTION
During the last three decades there has been a growing interest in algorithms which rely on analogies to natural phenomena such as evolution, heredity, and immunity. The emergence of massively parallel computers made these algorithms of practical interest. The genetic algorithm(GA) belongs to one category of these best known algorithms, whose beginnings can be traced back to the early 1950s when several biologists used computers for simulations of biological systems [1] . However, the work done in the late 1960s and the early 1970s at the University of Michigan under the direction of John Holland led to GA as it is known today [2] . With the characteristics of easier application, greater robustness and better parallel processing than most classical methods of optimization, GA has been widely used for combinatorial optimization [3] [4], structural designing [5] , machine learning rule-based classifier systems [6] [7] and other engineering problems [8] - [10] .
It is well known that GA pertains to searching algorithms with an iteration of generation-and-test.
Two operators, crossover and mutation, give each individual the chance of optimization and ensure the evolutionary tendency with the selection mechanism of survival of the fittest. GA also proves to be convergent under the condition of maintaining the best individual found over time after selection [11] .
Because the two genetic operators make individuals change randomly and indirectly during the whole process, they not only give the individuals the evolutionary chance but also cause certain degeneracy.
In some cases, these degenerative phenomena are very obvious. On the other hand, there are many basic and obvious characteristics or knowledge in a pending problem. However the crossover and mutation operators in GA lack the capability of meeting an actual situation, so that some torpidity appears when solving problems, which is conducive to the universality of the algorithm but neglects the assistant function of the characteristics or knowledge. The loss due to the negligence is sometimes considerable in dealing with some complex problems. It is also realized from practice that only using GA or other evolutionary algorithms is far deficient for simulating the ability of human beings to deal with problems. Therefore, the demand for deep mining and exploiting the intelligence resource of the humanity is very urgent. In view of the above, it is a perpetual theme in the research field of evolutionary algorithms and even intelligent computation to further learn, develop and utilize the human intelligence.
Based on the consideration above, this paper aims at the concept of immunity into the canonical GA.
On condition of preserving GA s advantages, it utilizes some characteristics and knowledge in the pending problems for restraining the degenerative phenomena during evolution, so as to improve the algorithmic efficiency. This novel algorithm is presently called the immune genetic algorithm IGA. This paper also presents its detailed steps, proves the global convergence and shows the strategies of selecting immune vaccines and the methods of constructing an immune operator. Examples of TSP show that IGA is not only feasible but also effective.
. THE IMMUNE GENETIC ALGORITHM AND ITS CONVERGENCE

A. The immune genetic algorithm
The aim of leading immune concepts and methods into GA is theoretically to utilize the locally characteristic information for seeking the ways and means of finding the optimal solution when dealing with difficult problems. To be exact, it utilizes the local information to intervene in the globally parallel process and restrain or avoid repetitive and useless work during the course, so as to overcome the blindness in action of the crossover and mutation. During the actual operation, IGA refrains the degenerative phenomena arising from the evolutionary process, thus making the fitness of population increase steadily. Because this course is very similar to that of immune phenomenon in nature [12] , the algorithm based on the above idea is named the immune genetic algorithm for the purpose of simplicity and direct-perception.
To be more exact, the idea of immunity is mainly realized through two steps based on reasonably selecting vaccines, i.e. a vaccination and an immune selection, of which the former is used for raising fitness and the latter is for preventing the deterioration. Now they are explained as follows.
The vaccination: Given an individual x, a vaccination means modifying the genes on some bits in accordance with priori knowledge so as to gain higher fitness with greater probability. This operation must satisfy the following two conditions. Firstly, if the information on each gene bit of an individual y is wrong, i.e. each bit of it is different from that of the optimal one, then the probability of transforming from x to y is 0. Secondly, if the information on each gene bit of x is right, i.e. x is the optimal one, then the probability of transforming from x to x is 1. Suppose a population is c x x x n = ( , , , ) We can refer to the flowchart shown in Fig.1 about the course of executing the above algorithm, and the specific contents about the immune operation will be discussed in detail in Sec. .
B. The convergence of IGA
Given that the size of a population is n 0 , which is the same as the size of the initial population, the encoding of an individual results in the l-bit q-scale code. The crossover is carried out by choosing either one point or multi-points. Mutation is performed on each gene bit independently with probability P M , after which the probability of being in any other state is 1 1 q − . The transformation of the states in the algorithm is shown as follows: 
and then the convergence of the algorithm can be defined as follows: This definition of the convergence means that if the algorithm is implemented for an enough iteration, then the probability that the population contains the optimal individual will verge on 1. So the definition shown above is usually called the convergence with probability 1.
Theorem 1:
The immune genetic algorithm is convergent with probability 1.
The proof appears in appendix A. It is necessary to point out that if the immune operator is cut off from this algorithm, then it can be proved that IGA does not converge to the global optimal individual [11] , or it is strongly non-convergent [13] .
AN IMMUNE OPERATOR
A. The mechanism of an immune operator
In IGA, an immune operator is composed of two operations, a vaccination and an immune selection, and it utilizes vaccines to intervene aptly in the variation of genes in individual chromosome. During the actual operation, a detailed analysis is firstly carried out on the pending problem, and at the same time, as many basic characteristics of the problem as possible ought to be found. Then, the characteristics are abstracted to be a schema. Finally, the schema is made the basis for the immune operator to generate new individuals. Here it is necessary to note that there is usually not only one characteristic in a certain problem, that is to say, there may not be only one vaccine. Therefore, during the course of vaccination, the injection can be carried out by either selecting any vaccine randomly or getting them together according to a certain logic relationship. On the other hand, a vaccine can be regarded as an estimation on some genes of the optimal individual xmax , and the accuracy of this estimation depends on the further test in the subsequent immune selection. Thus it can be seen that the correctness of selecting a vaccine plays an important role in the operational efficiency. However, the accuracy and the quality of vaccines selected only affect the functions of the vaccination, and would not influence the convergence of the algorithm that is ensured by the immune selection in the final analysis.
We can find out the influence of correct selection of a vaccine on the functions of the vaccination with a straightforward example. Given that the encoding of a pending problem is binary with n bits, it can form a space with 2 n pending solutions. If we could define the gene of a certain bit by analyzing the problem, then the population with this gene will centralize in the half space in which the optimal individual is forecast, and therefore the searching efficiency will be improved greatly. On the contrary, if our estimation is wrong, then the vaccination will hold back the searching actions, and even exert a negative influence. Although the influence can be offset by continuing immune selection, the searching efficiency of the algorithm will be affected, however, and the algorithm now is also convergent. Then we can have a look at the actions taken by the immune selection during running the algorithm in the following.
Theorem 2:
Under the immune selection, if the vaccination makes the fitness of an individual vaccinated higher than the average fitness of the current population, then the schema with which the vaccine is corresponding will be diffused at an index level in the population. Or else, it will be restrained or be attenuated at the index level.
The proof is shown in appendix B. It can be seen from this theorem that the immune selection can improve the advantages of vaccination and shows the allowance and robustness in eliminating its negative influence.
B. An example of selecting a vaccine
Now in what follows we discuss a general strategy for selecting vaccines with an example of TSP.
1. Analyzing the pending problem and collecting the characteristic information:
In view of the general knowledge of humans, when a person is going to travel from one city to another, the first target to be selected is the city to which the distance from the present one is the shortest among all the candidate cities. If the current target is just the city visited last time, then the target changes to the city to which the distance from the present one is the shortest city among all the candidate cities but the visited one, and so on. This idea cannot act as the answer to the global problem, and however, it may act as a strategy for a small problem such as one only relating to three or four cities. With regard to the global problem, the latter belongs to a localized one.
Based on the consideration above and as to the characteristics of TSP, the final answer, i.e. the optimal entire path, must includes (actually to a great extent) the sub-paths which are the shortest between every two cities. This characteristic is not only one of the properties of TSP, but also can be used as the information or knowledge for dealing with the problem. So it may act as an approach to abstracting vaccines.
Producing vaccines according to the characteristic information:
Suppose A j is the nearest city to the city A i among all its candidate cities, and the two cities are not joined together but in two sections of a certain path such as A i-1 A i A j+1 and A j-1 A j A j+1 , which is shown as the solid lines in Fig.2 . Then the current path is:
whose corresponding length is:
If the condition of immune probability P i is satisfied, as to the city A i , the immune operator regards its neighbor A j as the next target city, then the original path will be changed as follows and shown as the dotted lines in Fig.2 ,
and the corresponding length is:
Because A j is the city among all the candidate cities to which the distance from the city A i is the shortest, and in the triangle constituted by A i A j A i+1 , l1 must be either the shortest or the sub-shortest side(in the latter case l2 must be the shortest one, and if ai < l1, then the nearest city from which A i is away is A i+1 instead of A j ). The relationship among A i , A j and A i+1 is not certain to be suitable for A j-1 , A j and A j+1 . Therefore in most cases, the quantity of reduction from a j-1 + a j to l 3 is greater than that of increase from a i to l 1 + l 2 . Then the following relation holds:
where P(A) is the probability that a fact A occurs. By the way, in the knapsack problem, we can regard the individuals with a high value per weight ratio as a kind of vaccines.
C. An IGA with self-adaptive selecting vaccines
In most cases of dealing with some problems, it is difficult to abstract the characteristic information of them because we know little about the priori knowledge. On the other hand, the work of searching the local scheme used for the global solution makes the workload increase greatly and the efficiency decrease, so that the value of this work is lost. At this time, we can abstract information from genes of the present optimal individual to make vaccines during the evolutionary process. The whole algorithm with self-adaptive abstracting vaccines is expressed as follows:
For the purpose of convenient expression, we first give some specific symbols. 
End
The halting condition of the algorithm above can be either the maximal iterative number or the maximal number of the statistics of the quasi-optimal fitness that remains steady. It is necessary to point out that the probability of immunization should not be too large to affect the genetic diversity, or else, once vaccines are not selected correctly, the immunization will delay the evolution process.
. SIMULATIONS
A. The solution to TSP with IGA
TSP was documented as early as 1759 by Euler whose interest was in solving the knights tour problem. The term traveling salesman was first used in a German book written by a veteran traveling salesman in 1932 [14] . TSP was later proved to be NP-hard and it is very difficult to gain a solution 
where d A B ( , ) means the distance between the cities with the names of A and B respectively, and p i is the name of the i-th city in the entire path.
The coding and the fitness function
In order to make the coding easy and clear, we take the permutation of the order of visiting the cities for the coding of TSP and regard the following equation as the fitness function
where L means the side of the smallest square which can contain all the cities, N is the number of cities and D i π is the length of the path in the current permutation.
The crossover and the mutation operators
In simulations, the two-point crossover is used in principle, whose positions are selected randomly (so one-point crossover may occur during the actual implementation). A novel method of only altering the partial path is adopted in mutation, based on evaluating the inheritance to the characteristic of genotypes in the genetic individuals and the diversification of characteristics necessary for further evolution. One part of the entire path is selected every time, whose beginning and end are defined in accordance with the results of evaluation. The mode of exchanging by n times is adopted in actual operation, with n calculated as follows:
where N is the number of the cities, M means the number of sub-paths, K suggests the number of generations and α is a constant denoting the variation of n with K.
The immune operator
We first adopt the idea shown in Sec. .B to select vaccines. Then, after every genetic operation, we select some individuals for vaccination in accordance with the immune probability, after which the immune test is to be continued to test the individual vaccinated. If the fitness rises, then go to the next operation; or else make the parent take part in the competition of selection instead of the offspring.
During the selection, the probability of the individual in offspring to be selected is calculated according to eqn.1.
In the actual test, the 75-city TSP is firstly adopted, where the annealing temperature T in the immune selection is calculated as follows
where k is the evolutionary generations. With the basic parameters fixed, TSP is solved with GA which maintains the best individual found over time after selection [11] and IGA respectively, in which the crossover and mutation used in canonical GA are the same as those in IGA and the selection is the proportional selection based on fitness. A comparison between the canonical GA and IGA about the variation of the fitness with generations is shown in Fig.3 . IGA finds the final best solution which is the same as that by Fogel [16] it can be seen from this figure that GA finds the optimal solution at about the 28000th generation while IS at the 3900th), in which the final optimal path is as shown in Fig.6 . From Fig.5 , it can be found that IGA is conducive to raising the searching efficiency and restraining degradation in the later stage of the evolutionary process with GA, thus increasing the convergent speed to some extent. 
B. Application in function optimization
In what follows, we may also examine the searching ability of IGA with an example of function optimization: where the variation of the function with the independent variable x in (0,1) is shown in Fig.7 . Our purpose is to search x max in (0,1) which satisfies the following inequality:
For the convenience of comparison between IGA and GA, we adopt a unified coding for the problem as follows:
where x j k j ( , , , ) = 1 2 3 4 is an integer in [0,9] which expresses the j-th gene of the k-th individual.
In the actual test, we let the size of population be 5 for convenient observation, the fitness function be just the original function and the halt condition be the maximum iteration (i.e. 100). In the first group, we generate randomly 20 initial populations, produce vaccines with the algorithm of self-adaptive selecting vaccines as shown in Sec. .C, and observe in the following four aspects:
1. The distribution of the individuals during evolution with no vaccination(i.e. the process of GA).
2. The distribution of the individuals during evolution with vaccination(i.e. the process of IGA and the probability of vaccination is 0.5).
3. The variation of the optimal fitness with the reproduction of offspring.
The variation of the average fitness with the reproduction of offspring.
The results by 20 times vary in detail in the above ways, but the whole tendency is identical. One of the results is shown in Fig.8-1 , where IGA finds the globe optimum( f(x) max =19.8949; x optimal =0.1275 ) after 12 iterations, while GA only finds the local optimum ( f(x)=19.8903; x =0.1273 ) after 53 iterations.
In the second group, we generate randomly another 20 initial populations. This time, we adopt an error vaccine, i.e. x k 1 5 = , and also make observations in the above four ways. One of the results is shown in Fig.8-2 , where IGA finds the globe optimum after 92 iterations, while GA only finds the local optimum (f(x)=19.8797; x =0.1284 ) after 67 iterations. From Fig.8-2(b) , we can see that if the vaccine is selected incorrectly, then it may be restrained step by step and the population will approach
the schema with a high fitness.
In a word, the correct selection of a vaccine plays a most important role in executing the algorithm, but how it is selected would not affect the convergence. On the other hand, the immune selection can restrain the schema with low fitness and strengthen the high one, so it is the basis for ensuring the algorithm convergence. . CONCLUSION
A novel global parallel algorithm, the immune genetic algorithm, combining the immune mechanism and the evolutionary mechanism is proposed, whose global convergence is proved, and the strategies of constructing an immune operator are also given in this paper. The theoretical analysis and simulations of the TSP show that IGA is not only feasible but also effective and is conducive to alleviating the degeneration phenomenon in the original GA, thus greatly increasing the converging speed.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1 Given that g ij (k) is the probability of transformation for one step in Markov process
Suppose that D k has transformed into E k after the immune test, and then 
It is clear that ε k →0 (k→∞) , from equations A2 and A3, the following holds:
(ii). If i∉I and j∈I, given that s 
By the C-K equation,
where
} is the probability of transforming from sd into sd through vaccination and ought to be not less than 
and by eqn.A1 
